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There’s no denying: we are all looking forward
to the “German May”, when two big events
will animate our industry.
We are going to attend two world-class events:
Interzum, the review of semifinished materials
and supplies for the furniture industry, which
is expected to break all records once again;
and Ligna, which has been completely redesigned, eliminating the obsolete separation
between “industry” and “handicraft” which
has been overcome by the latest development
of technology for wood and wood-based materials.
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So, starting from this issue, we are offering indepth articles and reports, that will become
even “stronger” in the May/June issue, and
most probably even in July/August.
As a matter of fact, there is much turmoil and
we are receiving several announcements from
companies, introducing new products, modernization of machines and lines, upgrades
of aggregates: we had not seen such liveliness
for a long time and this is further evidence that
the industry situation is improving.
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WEMHÖNER

MARKETS

EVENTS

ACIMALL

Well-positioned in 2017

Strong demand of wood in China

2018 & 2019 Wic conferences

4Q/16 orders feed optmism for 2017

After a satisfactory business development in the
past financial year 2016 and a group turnover of
10 million Euro, the year 2017 will bring a significant
increase in sales to 130 million Euro for Wemhöner
company in Herford, Germany. The main markets
in the current year are North America, Eastern
Europe and China. After two weaker years, the
Chinese Wemhoener (Changzhou) Machinery
Manufacturing is an important sales driver. They
account for about 30 percent of group sales. The
group employs about 480 people. The investment
in 2017 of 12 million Euro at the Herford location,
is mainly aimed at improving the logistics structures
and assembly areas. In addition, replacement investments are made in new machine tools. The
capacity utilization in both locations is secured
by existing orders in 2018. ■

According to what reported by the Wood Resource Quarterly, China imported record-high
volumes of softwood lumber in 2016 and softwood log imports reached their second highest
level on record.
Despite relatively pessimistic forecasts for wood
demand early in 2016, China’s need for imported
wood picked up during the summer and fall
with import volumes of both logs and lumber
being up about 20 percent in the fourth quarter
of 2016, as compared to the fourth quarter of
2015.
Total importation of logs and lumber (in roundwood equivalents) reached almost 76 million
cubic meters in 2016, which was up 17 percent
from 2015, and almost 38 percent higher than
five years ago. ■

The Wood machinery manufacturers of
America (WmmA), the national trade association for those who make machinery,
cutting tools and supplies for the woodworking industry, has announced details
of the highly anticipated 2018 and 2019
Woodworking industry conferences
(Wic). Wic, considered to be one of the industry’s best meetings, is developed and
managed each year by Wmma in conjunction with the Woodworking machinery Industry Association (Wmia). The 2018 Wic
will be held May 1-4 at the Hyatt Regency
in Maui, Hawaii and the 2019 Wic will be
held April 2-5 at the Omni Amelia Island
Plantation in Amelia Island, Florida. More
details will be released once confirmed. ■
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It’s like a pleasant breeze that pushes the woodworking
technology business. This is the feeling generated
by the analysis of figures from the survey by Acimall’s
Studies office for the fourth quarter 2016. The trend
of orders is really significant and – as we wait for the
deployment and effects of the Italian government’s
Industry 4.0 plan – it shows that the woodworking technology industry is continuing its progressive recovery.
There is also a new element compared to previous
surveys, namely the trust of interviewed entrepreneurs, at an all-time high both for the domestic
market and for export. The coming months might
certainly bring some economic and political uncertainty
from essential countries for the mechanical industry,
first of all the United States and the United Kingdom,
not to mention the enduring instability of strategic regions for the Italian and global economy, namely
Russia and Brazil. Let's take a look at the survey
carried out by Acimall analysts, based on a statistic
sample representing the entire industry. The most
apparent trend is the further growth of orders by
13.6 percent compared to the final quarter in 2015.
Orders from abroad have increased significantly, up
by 14.8 percent. Good results also for the Italian
market, where orders in Q4 2016 increased by 2.9
percent, a moderate result due to a widespread
waiting attitude for the new Stability Act (public finance
law) by the Italian government and a very favorable
trend of domestic orders in the fourth quarter 2015.
The survey also revealed that the orders book spans
three months and that, since the beginning of 2016,
prices have increased by 1.3 percent. The quality
survey for the period October-December 2016 indicates that 35 percent of the sample expects a positive
trend of production is the next months, while 65
percent see a stationary situation. Employment is
considered stationary by 71 percent of the sample,
increasing by 24 percent and decreasing by 5 percent.
Available stocks are stationary according to 59 percent, increasing according to 6 percent and falling
according to the remaining 35 percent. The forecast
survey suggests how things will develop in the short
term: as already mentioned, industry operators are
showing great optimism about 2017, whereby this
year might prove to be essential also for medium and
long-term trends. 35 percent of interviewees predict
an increase of foreign orders, while 65 percent expect
substantial stability (balance: plus 35). On the domestic
side, another step forward is expected by 47 percent
of business owners, while 53 percent voted for stability
(balance plus 47). ■

EXHIBITIONS
PaintExpo 2018 with more space
PaintExpo, 7th International trade fair for industrial
coating technology will be held from 17 to 20
April 2018 in Karlsruhe (Germany). PaintExpo
2016 closed with record breaking results and promoters FairFair GmbH are already able to report
lively demand for exhibition floor space at the upcoming fair. With roughly 75,000 square feet, net
exhibition floor space already amounts to more
than 50 percent of the level reached at the last
event. And thus for PaintExpo 2018, booth floor
space offerings will be significantly increased.
PaintExpo 2016 received top scores and set new
standards with regard to exhibitor and visitor numbers, as well as internationalism. With 10,522
visitors from 74 countries, the fair observed an increase of 14.8 percent. ■
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ligna & interzum

FOCUS

LIGNA, THE TECHNOLOGY CATHEDRAL
As usual, writing about Ligna is quite banal. As
you know, this is the world’s most important event
for woodworking equipment, from simple tools to
powerful automated lines. This year the exhibition
will cover 128 thousand square meters – to go
straight to the point – and host 1,500 exhibitors
(all figures are still provisional) from 49 countries.
The top-ten countries of origin, according to tradition, are Italy, Austria, Spain, Turkey, Denmark,
China, Sweden, Switzerland and the Netherlands.
All behind Germany, of course. According to
figures provided by organizers, Italy, Austria and
Spain have significantly expanded their exhibition
area. So, from Monday 22 to Friday 26 May, we
will all be in Hannover to celebrate this big event.
There is much optimism. Starting from this year,
the halls will no longer be divided between industry
and handicraft, creating a unified, organic layout.
With this decision, Ligna follows other exhibitions
which have adopted a layout based on product
categories rather than exhibitor size. So, the exhibition will be clearer and
easier to visit following a
logical concept.
This year, the lines on the
exhibition map were drawn
to create different exhibition sectors. There are seven of them: Tools and Machinery for Custom and
Mass Production, Surface
Technology, Wood-Based
Panel Production, Sawmill
Technology, Energy from Wood, Machine Components and Automation Technology, and Forestry
Technology. Of course, the buzz words of this
edition are the same we have heard for a few
years now: “Industry 4.0”,” Internet of things”,
“Smart factory”, “Digital revolution”. A revolution
that has been going on for some time, implemented
by the most forward-looking organizations and
groups.
The new sector “Tools and Machinery for Custom and Mass Production”, quite a “German”
definition, will take up halls 11 to 15, and hall 27.
This is the core of Ligna, including solid wood
machinery, machines and plants for the industrial
production of furniture, and manual machinery
and equipment. “Surface Technology” remains
in hall 17. In hall 16 we will find “Machine Components and Automation Technology”, an area
that deserves special attention because it will
present systems and solutions for the progressive
digitization of manufacturing cycles. “WoodBased Panel Production” and “Energy from
Wood” will be located in hall 26, while hall 25 will
host “Sawmill Technology”; according to tradition,
“Forestry Technology” will be located in the
outdoor area and under the huge wooden structure
in the middle of the fairgrounds. As usual, Ligna
will offer a rich program of events, in-depth conferences, with a huge audience. We expect great
success for the event “Processing of Plastics
and Composites”. There will also be several
meetings, courses and events for carpenters and
joiners; while the “Wood Industry Summit”, after
debuting at the 2015 edition, will be back again
to discuss the latest trends in forestry, from cutting
to the integration of the different cycles of primary
processing. The “RFID Factory” will be back
again for a second season. Organized by abaco
Informationssysteme GmbH, Germany, the zone
will occupy some 600 square meters, mainly dedicated to Radio-Frequency IDentification, a technology that uses tiny radio transmitters and receivers for contactless object identification and
localization.
According to tradition, Ligna and its press conference organized in Milan at the end of February
by the Italian branch of Deutsche Messe, are a
great occasion to take a look at market trends
from a German perspective. Bernhard Dirr, Managing Director of the association of German

GERMAN MAY STARTS WITH INTERZUM
The starting event of the “German May” will be
Interzum, from 16 to 19 May, with a never-sopromising showcase for the furniture industry.
Interzum is the most beautiful, most comprehensive,
most elegant, richest, best-organized and most
attended exhibition of semifinished materials,
components, hardware and supplies for furniture.
Imagine ten halls, over 200 thousand square
meters with 1,600 exhibitors from all around
the world. Impressive figures, still provisional,
new records, by number of exhibitors and exhibition
area, that will lead to the final success of the
2017 edition, breaking the wall of sound once
again. According to Cologne officials, the record
should be easily shattered also for visitors, considering pre-registrations and pre-sales. You might
remember that the previous edition achieved another record, with 58 thousand people: will we
pass the 60 thousand threshold this year?
Back to exhibitors for a while, two figures drew
our attention. First, next many there will be 150
first-time exhibitors. International exhibitors
keep increasing, and we have read somewhere
that they will be 36 percent more than in 2015.
With more space available, the exhibition layout
has been optimized and, as you can see from the
map, it is really well designed. There are three
areas: “Function & Components”, taking up 40
percent of the total surface, in halls 4.1, 4.2, 5.1,
5.2, 7 and 8; Materials & Nature” (33 percent of
total space) in halls 4.2, 6 and 10.2; “Textile &
Machinery” (26 percent) in halls 9, 10.1, 11.1
and 11.2. Large spaces need some reference
points, events that help you find your way like a
compass. This is the function of the “Piazza”, located inside each exhibition area to help visitors
identify the most significant trends and news.
The Piazza dedicated to textiles and related technology in hall 10.1 is called “Mobile Spaces”:
upholstered materials, textiles, leather and related
technology will be associated to “mobile spaces”,
such as cars and caravans, furnished to show
the current potential of upholstery. And if you can
do so much in a “peculiar” space like the passenger
compartment of a car, just imagine what happens
if you apply the same technology to a house! Not
only: besides a premium caravan as large as a
bus and the American trend of tiny homes, i.e.
30-square-meter houses, “Mobile Spaces” will
also feature an amazing multifunctional vehicle: a
caravan that is also a boat, floating in a pool containing 17 thousand liters of water!!! Boulevard
South will host the ever charming “Interzum
Award”, a sort of technological summit where we
expect Italians to shine once again. In halls 4.2
we will find “Upcycling”, the piazza dedicated to
lighting, components and supplies, casting spotlights onto sustainability and eco-friendliness.
For the first time two Piazzas – in hall 6 and hall
10.2 – will share the same topic: “Individuality”
is the topic selected by the curator of these two
areas, interior designer Katrin de Louw, to explore
the world of customization, of “personal design”.
“Innovation of Interior (ioi)” will also come
back in hall 4.2, a presentation dedicated to the
world of design, architects, designers, engineers,
interior designers, who will find a selection of materials and projects with highly innovative features.
There will also be “MaterialTransformation”, an
“Innovation of Interior” initiative whose main
purpose is to foster relations between business
and academia, design schools, professional trai-

ning centers. So, Interzum keeps growing and
wants to increase its appeal to architects and interior designers. As you have surely understood
from what we have written, this is the focus of several events and initiatives during the exhibition,
last but not least the creation of a blog, accessible
from the www.interzum.de web page, where the
most “intriguing” ideas, products and technologies
for a demanding audience, to involve them and
offer dedicated information. See you in May, from
16 to 19. It will be intensive days, but we are sure
there will be much to see. And once again, Italy
will be in the forefront, but we will talk about this in
the next Xylon issue. We wish everyone a successful Interzum!
KOELNMESSE AND ZOW…
Let’s now talk about the Koelnmesse decision to
acquire Zow. Frankly, the reasons are hard to
see. It’s true that the exhibition in Bad Salzuflen,
the only survivor of a would-be international format,
was still arousing strong interest and ambition, so
it might be that Koelnmesse made this decision
to prevent future problems; but it is also true that
we can hardly understand why, along the Rhine,
they decided to have another exhibition, with a
different name, in the years when Interzum is not
held…The official press release is clear: “Two
cities, two trade fairs, one goal: to secure the position as global player for furniture production
and interior design. By taking over Zow, Koelnmesse now offers two efficient platforms for the
industry covering international and regional
markets equally”. Of course, Zow will switch to a
biennial frequency and the next edition will be
from 6 to 8 February 2018. We will see what
those who have taken the opportunity to attend
an exhibition in Germany also in even-numbered
years will decide to do, and whether they will also
come to Bad Salzuflen besides Holz Handwerk,
or they choose to desert either…Gerald Böse,
Ceo of Koelnmesse, does not seem to have a
doubt: “"The furniture supply industry requires
fresh trade fair concepts that fit the individual
needs of regional, national and global markets.
In my opinion there is no other event capable of
giving as important economic and innovative impetus to the industry as interzum and Zow".
The German industry keeps up. Lucas Heumann,
Chief Executive of the Trade Associations of the
Wood and Furniture Industry, added: "We absolutely
endorse the takeover of Zow by Koelnmesse, because this will perfectly complement interzum as
the leading international trade fair for the furniture
supply industry. Ostwestfalen-Lippe is and will
remain the heart of the German furniture industry
with the highest concentration of industry stakeholders in the country”.
In our opinion, the happiest of all are the Clarion
Events people, so far owners of the event. Russell
Wilcox, Ceo of Clarion Events: "We are delighted
that we have reached this agreement with Koelnmesse. Throughout the process, we have been
impressed with their vision for the event and the
obvious benefits their coordinated management
of both Zow and interzum will bring to the industry.
We believe this great event will continue to thrive
under Koelnmesse's ownership”.
We will see, wishing the greatest success to all
parties, of course (l.r.)
www.interzum.com
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wood machinery manufacturers, came with good
news, namely that 2016 was a record year (3.2
billion euro at production, versus 2.8 in 2015), a
trend that has consolidated in early 2017, putting
our industry on track for record sales of around
3.4 billion euro. Dirr talked about export. The
value of the German woodworking machinery industry’s total exports for the first three quarters of
2016 increased to 1.45 billion euros, up a good
two percent year on year. The value of the industry’s
European exports fell 2 percent compared with
the first three quarters of 2015, due to the weakness
of the Russian market. Nevertheless, the bulk of
German exports went to other European countries,
with a total 58 percent share. Positive trends in
North America (plus 11 percent) and Oceania,
which recorded massive growth (by 42 percent).
Asia is keeping its promise (plus 18 percent) and
has achieved a 20 percent share on German export, settling down at number two in the ranking
of destination markets. This contrasts with negative
growth in Latin America,
with export falling by 20
percent. Looking at individual countries, the
United States (148 million, plus 15 percent),
China (123 million, plus
11 percent) and Poland
(117 million, plus 24 percent) are the top customers. Together, these
top three country markets accounted for about 27 percent of German
exports in the first three quarters of 2016. Next in
the ranking and a long way down were Austria
(plus 40 percent), France (minus 4 percent),
Brazil (plus 19 percent), the UK (plus 8 percent)
and Russia (minus 53 percent).
Italy is buying less from Germany (grafico 04): in
the period under scrutiny, we stopped at 41
million euro, 15 percent less than in 2015, when
German companies were our top suppliers accounting for 47 percent of total woodworking technology import, followed by China (17 percent)
and Austria (12 percent). And talking about the
German market, Dirr has no doubt: “In Germany,
the investment climate will remain positive in
2017, a Ligna year, with both small-scale and
industrial processors of wood ramping up production and generating double-digit growth in
order volumes. The upswing is underpinned by
a strong construction sector and record employment levels, so we believe the German
woodworking machinery industry can look forward to a very favorable overall situation for the
current year. We actually anticipate rising sales
to take shape at Ligna!”. (l.r.)
www.ligna.de
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WEINIG: DIGITIZED PRODUCTION

SALVADOR: LIGNA 2017
“We will be at Ligna to reiterate our choices, to
showcase our machines and to meet customers
and partners from around the world. We’ll be
there with the usual spirit and the desire to do
business the way we like it, by sharing our passion and conviction that behind all and first of
all there are the people and the desire to work
together in order to always achieve better
results!” With these words, Christian Salvador
has commented the Italian company’s participation
in the great international event in Hannover – hall
27, stand K31 – from May 22 to 26, 2017.
As in the past, the choice for this edition is to
showcase to customers and partners the most
recent versions and the latest models of the Salvador range, starting with the “Superangle 600
ALL IN-1”, the most recent solution designed
and manufactured by the San Vendemiano-based
company, which has already received numerous
awards and recognition for the potential that it
expresses in the world of upholstery.
This machine – which is made powerful and
flexible by the “Salvawood” software – turned
out to be perfect not only for the multi-angle optimized cutting of wooden elements, but also for a
variety of drilling operations that amplify its potential.
It is a journey still at its beginnings, as the drilling
groups designed and built for the “Superangle
600 ALL IN-!” will allow similar results in other
sectors as well. In the embodiment presented at
the Ligna in Hannover, the drilling group, positioned
before the blade, pierces the workpieces with
diameters between 6 and 16 mm for the insertion
of the hardware or of the accessories necessary
for the construction of sofas of increasingly
complex and articulated forms and functions.
This “Superangle” controls four axes and also
offers the possibility to work two or more boards
at the same time. Equipped with a separate and
independent cell chain loader, as well as with a
relative buffer unloader, the new version of the
“Superangle” can also work without supervision,
thus significantly increasing production.
The “Supercut 500” will be exposed at Hannover
in its “Super fast” version, with a redesigned
cutting system that allows it to be even faster
(each cut requires only a few hundredths of a second), a result made even more obvious by the
chain loader capable of managing the “buffer” of
the loaded boards. An ideal machine for companies
that need to cut numerous pieces as quickly as
possible, while safeguarding the safety of the
operators.
The Salvador stand will also host some of the
best known machines of its catalog, including
the “Superpush 200”, a very flexible pusher optimizing saw, also available in the “Window” version, which – with specific accessories and prints
on labels or on wood – is proving its effectiveness
in the window and door frames industry.
This machine is also continually updated due to
the improvement of certain aggregates and of
the Salvador software, which makes it even more
powerful and versatile, as well as extremely simple
to program.
Another element that completes Salvador’s presence at Ligna is the “Superpush 250”, which
has also been designed to be highly productive
and reliable, as it is accompanied by loading, discharge and printing systems for the recognition
of the pieces that characterize the “Superangle
600 ALL IN-1”.

An extensive presentation that outlines the many
machines that are currently available in the
Salvador catalog; these are solutions that have
made Salvador one of the leading brands worldwide in this specific sector. A success confirmed
by the success of recent years: “We are reaping
what we have sown by capitalizing on the commitment and the desire to offer our customers
what they really need, and by building the machines and technologies that are the sum of all
that is required from us on a daily basis, specific
and real needs”, adds Christian Salvador.
“I like to repeat that we want to have a large
head and a small body: we strive to think, to
have the vision of a large multinational corporation, knowing, however, that we are a small enterprise, being aware of our limits, but also of
our potential and objectives that we want to
pursue, the result of the precious culture of
small companies that recognize how much of
their value comes from the people, the persons..”.
And the figures speak for themselves: in recent
years, the turnover has doubled, with doubledigit growth even in the years of crisis: “I must
admit that it was easier to stand out in a distressed system, because it forced us to highlight
our virtues! I believe we’ve been rewarded by
the privilege of a good overview, due to which
we have defined our mission and learned to
say no to requests that brought us back to
handicrafts, the extreme niche. Now, more than
ever, it is necessary to join planning with
ingenuity, to structure your work in the direction
of maximum product engineering, to be a small
and medium enterprise that is able to move on
a commercial, planned and productive scale,
with an energy and vision as broad as possible.
We have maintained this direction, and we
added an “emotional” component, if we can
define it as such, which has always characterized
the relationship with our customers, turning it
into something personal, because there are
people behind everything – of this we are firmly
convinced and we never lose the opportunity
to reiterate”.
Ligna 2017 will also be a great opportunity to
remind the market that for little more than a year
we have opened a new production unit in Poland
for the production of “entry level” machines, a
part of the range that in recent times has experienced an increasing demand in many markets
of the world and in various industrial sectors.
The “Salvador Easy” brand marks an industrial
project for the “intelligent production” of machines
that can claim the necessary level of quality and
reliability, but can also demonstrate all their competitiveness, also due to a “first purchase” price.
Furthermore, there are an increasing number of
small and medium sized companies that approach
the issues of optimization and automated cutting,
having understood how this simple step can actually offer an often unimaginable contribution to
the productivity of a cycle or department.
The goal – as repeatedly stated by Salvador – is
to create a sort of “literacy learning process” in
this technology, in order to convince craftsmen
and small-medium sized customers that the fast
and safe cutting of wood will prove to be a
winning investment.
Hall 27, stand K31.

www.salvadormachines.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Ligna 2017 will open with a new space concept.
This means that, for the first time, the Weinig
Group will be presenting its complete range for
solid wood and panel processing in Hall 27. The
4000 m2 stand will provide customers with a
unique offering for small business and industry
under the motto “Think Weinig”. The solid wood
processing area will present the product range
from the planing and profiling, cutting and optimization, jointing technology and window &
furniture production segments. “W 4.0 Digital”,
project business and alternative materials will all
be under the spotlight. All 40 Weinig Group
exhibits will be demonstrated live. Another first in
Hanover will be the group's joint presentation
with the business unit Panel Processing. HolzHer will be exhibiting solutions for Cnc processing,
panel splitting and edge banding on the Weinig
Group stand as well as presenting panel storage
systems. Efficient and resource-saving planning
and production as well as intelligent maintenance
run like a common thread through Weinig's networked production solutions, also known as “W
4.0 Digital”. All solutions are tailored towards providing the customer with the right information at
the right time and in a user-friendly manner. This
applies equally to industry and small business,
which are increasingly difficult to differentiate.
Weinig creates optimal working conditions via
user-friendly control systems. “OptiCom/Plus”software, used in all machines and systems from the
product unit Cutting, provides a uniform user interface. Exhibits from the moulder segment will
be equipped with the optional “SmartTouch” setup aid. Monitoring sensors prevent collisions in
the machine and other severe damage. On the
“Powermat 1500”, the “Vario hood” assists with
the adjustment of the pressure elements. Making
its Ligna debut, the “ProfiPress T Next Generation” uses automatic wood thickness setting to
avoid defects in the panel press. In the Weinig
scanner segment, the new automatic camera adjustment reduces operating errors and their effects
to a minimum. The new “EasyStop”, meanwhile,
makes entry into the automation of manual processing machines relatively easy. The cutting list
“Conturex 125 Vario”.

is prepared in the office. Alignment of the work
pieces on the longitude fence is designed to be
extremely convenient. Last but not least, the compact four-sider “Cube Plus” is an outstanding
example of a successful concept when it comes
to simplification. The intuitive operation makes
planing simpler than ever and is ten times faster
than using a jointer and thickness planer.
In “Moulder Master”, Weinig offers a software
package for the perfectly organized working environment. In conjunction with the new fully-automated “Rondamat 1000 Cnc” tool grinding machine, “OptiControl Digital“ tool measuring stand
and “PowerCom Plus” controls, “Moulder Master”
offers a system that enables process stages to
be linked from the idea to the finished profile and
allows the next tools and profiles to be prepared
in parallel with the production in progress.
Wood optimization raises profits and, in the Weinig
Group, starts with the “OptiCut S 50” pushfeed
saw. New features include the alignment aids for
packages to increase length accuracy and fullyautomated work piece recognition. The larger
“OptiCut S 90 Speed” now has a servo spindle
stroke for tear-free cutting without refinishing. The
new “wFlex” unit will also be on display in Hanover
via an animation and enables length and width
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cutting in a single work stage. At the top end of
the Weinig performance spectrum, the “OptiCut
450 Quantum” is the fastest optimizing crosscut saw in the world. The current version impresses
with the “VarioStroke” automatic adjustment aid,
which enhances performance by up to 7 percent
and, in “OptiStat”, includes a new tool for evaluating production data. The “OptiCut 260” and
Weinig “EasyScan+” four-sided color scanner
make a formidable duo for high-performance
defect removal. A new feature on the saw is the
servo waste shaft, which also ensures reliable
part separation during sorting in high-speed operation. Efficient wood finishing via finger jointing
is a further area of optimization traditionally served
by the Weinig Group. The range extends from the
short-timber solution to the high-performance finger-jointing line in the long timber segment. The
“Turbo-S 1000” patented shaper combination
will be on display in Hanover. The system achieves
maximum wood recovery via automatic chip removal settings and the use of a Trimsaver and
meets the highest performance demands with 15
press cycles per minute. Glue application monitoring ensures lower operating costs. The capabilities of the “Turbo-S 1000” will be demonstrated
at Ligna via a linked production line, which will
also include the “OptiCut 450 Quantum” highspeed cross-cutting system. To complement the
finger-jointing range, the Weinig Group product
spectrum also includes the “Rondamat 985”, a
grinding machine for fully-automated sharpening
of finger-jointing cutters. Weinig subsidiary Grecon
will also be represented on the stand with the
“ProfiShape T4P” double-end tenoner, which is
specially designed for the formatting and flattening
of frame components as well as profiling of a
tongue and groove profile on Mdf panels. The
machine achieves an output of 40 parts per
minute. Further products will be available for live
demonstration at the nearby Grecon plant in
Alfeld. The new “Powermat 2400” will celebrate
its world premiere at Ligna. The moulder is designed for industrial bead production at feed speeds
up to 100 m/min and will be demonstrated in a
mechanized process with charging and discharge.
The 3D version can produce freely-programmable structured surfaces during throughfeed.
A new feature is the facility to produce work
pieces with conical or curved contours on
the machine. The second generation of the
successful “Conturex” system comprises a
wide range of Cnc centers for window and
furniture production, all of which are based

“Rondamat 1000 Cnc”.

upon the same principle of the patented clamping
table.
New features on the integrated, highly productive
“Conturex C 125 Vario” include the infeed mechanization with parallel charging, the 4 “Vario”
single-clamp tables, each with two clamps and
the two interpolating 5-axis heads.
The demonstration live will include the Weinig
“Multirex 7225 Windows”, a machine with a
multi-functional head for efficient five-sided processing of solid wood elements. The new “ProTorque technology” allows highly precise five
axis simultaneous milling motion.
Hall 27, stand D40-E60.

www.weinig.com
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THE BED GOES IN AND OUT

Claudio Santinato – co-owner with his sister Barbara
of Sandi Mobili in Bovisio Masciago, near Monza –
takes us by surprise. He knows we are here to see a
Scm Group working center in operation, namely a Morbidelli “Planet P800”, and he sums up the situation in
very few words. Without technology, certain “steps”
would not have been possible and Sandi Mobili, maybe,
would not have got so far, still busy with the construction
of stems for classic style sitting rooms; this decision was
made by Luigino Santinato (father and founder of the
company) in the early Seventies, when he took off his
kitchen aid apron to invest in the production of stems.
Today, the Santinato family is supported by a team of
employees and collaborators. An 800-square-meter showroom and 1,600-square-meter production facilities are
the results of a strong focus on technologies that enable
the company to be small and flexible.
“When my sister Barbara first joined the company,
and I followed soon – says Claudio Santinato with a
smile – we realized it was high time to change direction,
to switch to panels, while remaining real joiners, able
to make different things.”
At Sandi Mobili, they were not scared: they kept producing
sitting room stems and, in collaboration with another
company, they launched the production of “finished”
upholstered furniture. They also make furniture now.
Few years ago, the Santinato brothers, in a market
situation that was really not exciting, developed a new
concept of space-saving solutions. It’s easy to say what
it’s all about: an effective solution to leverage and expand
available spaces. Single beds, double beds, bunk beds:
just ask, explain what you need, and you’ll find the best
solution. Nothing to do with the ugly, uncomfortable bed
we have all tried at least once in our life, in situations of
emergency and with a touch of melancholy. At Sandi
Mobili, when they decided to create the collection “O’Clack Soluzione Salvaspazio”, they did it really well
and strictly “made in Italy”. “We have been working for
over two years at this project”, says Claudio Santinato.
“Houses are getting smaller and smaller and you
have to be smart with available space. We worked
hard, but now the “O’Clack” collection is a reality and
keeps evolving. With one gesture, day turns into night:
this is our challenge and our philosophy. Many people
come to us to solve a problem and we offer them all of
our experience and expertise: in six weeks maximum,
the problem is solved”. “For a few months now, we
have been working with a “Solution MD” edgebanding
machine by Stefani, which can use Eva, polyurethane
or hot-melt glues, whereby the latter solution helps us
increase our appeal further, applying an almost invisible
glue bead, Santinato says. “We obtain panels with an
excellent finish: they look like they are lacquered”.
“We have been working with Scm Group for a long
time, we see what they can offer and think what we can
do to improve it further, together. Without technology,
you are offside, and for us it was essential to have a reference partner. After all, today you can make any

piece of furniture with three machines:
cutting, edgebanding, a working center… and that’s it. You can hardly find
good joiners, not to mention the dizzying
turnaround of tastes and materials: if you
don’t adapt quickly, if you are not ready
to change your habits, you risk to be left
out of the door. For more than one year,
we have been working with a powerful
working center “Planet P800” Morbidelli
which we use to drill and mill, as well as
to edge all curved and complex profiles.
Working with Scm Group means you can
rely on an integrated system of machines,
which can interact with each other with
no hesitation...I believe I can say that we
made our “Planet” together with them,
enhancing it to optimal levels. With Morbidelli “Planet P800” we make everything:

From left:
Bruno Di Napoli,
Claudio Santinato,
Maurizio Ippico
(Scm’s technician)
and Luigino Santinato.

squaring, edgebanding, drilling, five-axis milling.
A joiner workshop squeezed into one machine,
automatic workbenches even on two panels simultaneously, compact heads, pressing rollers
that can be changed quickly to achieve any
edgebanding result, working with plastic or
wooden edges with minimum radius up to 15
millimeters or 45-degree profiles…a machine
that allows us to imagine new opportunities
every day”.

partnership for this project because, if you want
to achieve certain levels of performance, you
don’t need just technology or in-depth process
knowledge, but you have to experience daily
life and daily work in a factory, comparing our
decisions with countless “exceptions” an enterprise must face in a difficult market like the
current one. That’s why we have been able to
create a machine offering extraordinary results”.
Hall 13, stand C56.
by Luca Rossetti

Bruno Di Napoli is the manager of the Scm
Group Business Unit dedicated to drilling machines
and systems and working centers. “We have
collaborated intensively with Claudio Santinato
and his team”; Di Napoli says. “It’s an essential

www.oclack.it
www.scmgroup.it

THE STRENGTH OF OUR
R GROUP
P,
THE VA
ALUE OF OUR HISTORY.

PRIMULLT
TINI S.r.l. Viale Europa, 70 - 36035 Marano Vicentino (VI) - Italy
Tel.
e +39 0445 560333 - e-mail: info@primultini.com - www.primultini.com
Morbidelli “Planet P800”.
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HETTICH
FASCIN[ACTION]: MAKING SOLUTIONS EXCITE

“LegaMove”.
Photo: Hettich.

Hettich exhibition stand at "interzum 2017" will experience the
Fascin[action]: innovative and
inspirational for tomorrow's furniture. Hettich is quick to identify
trends and translates them into
innovative fitting solutions that fascinate.
For style scapers. Style scrapers
have an instinct for aesthetic appeal and design
details. They appreciate the design character of
furniture being consistently continued through on
the inside. In the way the glue mounted “Sensys”
hinge perfectly combines functionality and an
aesthetically pleasing look on glass doors, for
example. For comfort shapers. They like it peaceful, gentle and ergonomic: the comfort shapers.
Cabinet doors that open wide and close gently.
Drawers and pot-and-pan drawers that silently
glide in and out. Storage space that's easy to
reach and cleverly organised. Technology that
makes furniture even more convenient and user
friendly includes the “LegaMove” system. It
moves the wall unit's inner carcase down, also
making it easy to reach items stored at the top.
For mould breakers. Offering the buyer market

WIRUTEX

OMGA-DIERREGI

“GLADIO” AND MORE

OPTIMIZING SAW “T 2006 OPT KC”

a widely diversified range of products – for a
variety of target groups and price segments, modifiable in any way. And all involving the least
possible cost and effort in production and logistics.
Mould breakers focus on customer wishes just
as they do on efficiency. Creating “AvanTech
You” in steel, Hettich provides an attractive drawer
with side profiles that are easy to customise,
making high quality statements.
For space savers. Living and working space is
becoming increasingly precious. Using it as efficiently as possible is important to space savers.
Their philosophy: any storage space – whether in
furniture or in previously
unused alcoves – should
be easily accessible, cleverly structured and usable down to every last
inch. “WingLine L” opens
a surprisingly large section
“Sensys”.
Photo: Hettich.
of wardrobe content in response to a push, creating
more room in the room. For ease makers. They
attach importance to clear, simple processes in
design, production and organisation: the ease
maker uses Cad and digital technology, plans
carefully and simplifies processes wherever possible – from the initial design idea to assembling
and installing furniture on location.
And with the e-services from Hettich, furniture is
just a click away: product and wooden parts lists
as well as design drawings are available for downloading for show exhibits.

GROTEFELD

Hall 8.1, stand D30-E41.

PREMIUM POWER UNITS

Among the new products displayed at Ligna
2017, Wirutex hi-tech tools will present “Gladio”, grinding cutter with polycrystalline diamond
cutting edges, a bespoke solution for BatchOne production. This product is a direct result
of close collaboration between Wirutex and
Colombini Group, Italian leader company in
furniture manufacturing, which has allowed to
develop and test “live” the design and quality
of the product.
Main features are different shear angles, multi-thickness, excellent finish on various material
qualities and excellent finish on various speeds.
Hall 11, Stand A12.

www.wirutex.com

Omga-Dierregi will be exhibiting at the upcoming
Ligna 2017 with its main line of products . Among
the many models this year, one of the highlight
will be the consolidated and improved high-end
“optimizing saw, model “T 2006 Opt Kc”. It
consists of an automatic high-speed crosscut,
defecting and optimizing saw system. The system
is equipped with a Cnc precision programmable
pusher, to accurately position the board to selected
lengths. Depending on its configuration, the
system is capable of cutting material up to 5"
thick and 10" wide and has a maximum feed
speed of 240 meters per minute. It is available in
13' or 20' useable infeed lengths. The onboard
Pc can perform seven different work cycles of
optimized and defect cutting, providing constant
updates and statistical data on the status of the
program being processed. The “T 2006 Opt” is
suitable for any application where defecting, optimizing and high precision cutting is required.
The system can cut and handle up to three
different grades within the same cutting list. Omga
has numerous installations of optimizing and defecting saws throughout the world in the kitchen
cabinet door market, as well as other segments
of the woodworking industry.
Hall 27, stand J60.

www.hettich.com

www.omga.it

OMMA
LAST PROCESS INNOVATIONS AT LIGNA
The system supplier Grotefeld
GmbH (Espelkamp, Germany)
is a highly specialised producer
of high-quality power unit technology. The efficient and highperformance components offered
by the company are process
oriented, whereby the focus lies
in the areas of drilling, milling, sawing, cutting,
grinding and tracing. For many years now, the
enterprise has been developing new applications
in terms of the materials to be processed –
ranging from plastics and metal to gypsum and
cement right through to composites. These innovative developments will be highlighted in impressive fashion by Grotefeld at Ligna 2017. Grotefeld’s extensive product portfolio will enable the
company to show multifaceted applications going
far beyond the “customary” uses in the timber
and furniture industry. The drilling of gypsumcement panels, for instance, poses a particular
challenge. The highly abrasive dust mixed with
the moisture in the air causes considerable problems for both the stability of the unit and the
guarantee of the long-term operation of the controllable drilling gear, which have been ingeniously
solved by the engineering company. Grotefeld
offers special, smart machining solutions both
from a technological point of view and in terms of
health-related aspects. Composites are a booming
segment in industry. The processing of sandwich
elements is regarded as “a fine art” since the
combinations of materials are virtually infinite and
new ideas are presented almost every day. The
“hidden champion” from Espelkamp has been
developing socalled “non-wood innovations”
for some time now. Working hand in hand with its
international clients on the development of new
systems enables its partners to quickly achieve
and maintain a competitive edge.
Hall 12, stand D72.

Since almost 40 years, Omma is a leading manufacturer of rolls application machinery, including
in its range of top quality level a series of
different solutions regarding cleaning, gluing, finishing, laminating and protection of flat surfaces.
Omma will exhibit at Ligna 2017 demonstrating
Hot Melt Pur gluing line, highly suitable for HiGloss finishing with thin thickness, from sheets
or from reels, complete with cleaning systems
and transversal automatic cut. More specifically,
will be possible to see at work: “Spx”, transversal
brushing unit; “Hgs_Rc”, heated rolls coater for
“mirror finishing” glue application.
Then the cleaning and coupling system for

sheet materials, cleaning and coupling system
for materials from reel; “Xpr” coupler/roller press;
“X-Cut”, automatic transversal cut.
Will be also present the laminators with automatic
cut “Pro-J” and “Pro-J_TF”, always more requested to protect flat surfaces (wood, metal,
plastic materials, glass, etc) using self-adhesive
plastic films. Specifically, the “Pro-J_TF” laminator,
for “high precision” application exactly to the
edges, is now available in double side version.
The stand will be completed with traditional
glue spreaders for water base adhesives, integrated with glue feeding and cooling automatic
devices.

Hall 11, stand C12.

www.omma.com
www.grotefeld.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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PORRO, THE BEAUTY OF “KNOW-HOW”
Meeting Porro makes you think iman increasingly sophisticated service
mediately about the meaning of “nice
to our customers”.
furniture”, what you can achieve
“By size and vocation, we are an inwhen wood is processed with great
dustrial company, but in our heart
craftsmanship, when you select topand brain we are still craftspeople
quality materials, veneers that are
who love to process wood. We hanassembled and stitched specifically
dle thousands and thousands of
for a specific item, a detail, a cabinet
pieces which are then assembled
Edmondo Caspani.
door, a shoulder…The company reto create our furniture, a complex
presents the real essence of Brianza, its heritage process we control with a software that superof know-how, its approach to design based on vises our plants. As your readers can imagine,
style and unique skills. Approximately 20 million this would not be possible without suitable
euro revenues, 70 percent from export to all con- technology and supervisory systems… But
tinents. An ancient vocation for contract, provided most of all, it’s people who ensure the success
they find a customer who wants the Porro quality of our business: if ten years ago they had told
and style. No compromise. The house specialty us that, to survive the crisis, we would have
is wardrobes, which account for the largest share had to do what we are doing now, probably we
of revenues: made of wood and glass, with would have given up. Instead we are here, we
peculiar lighting systems and metal structures have shown our skills and the effectiveness of
that seem to have no constraints… a world of our project, our values, and we have been able
charm and beauty, complemented by sitting to adapt to the new rules of the game. We have
rooms, bedrooms, accessories…
learned a lot in this period, also to pay more atPorro has always been based in Montesolaro, tention to people, especially youngsters, whom
near Carimate. “We have always been here, for we follow from the early stages of their vocational
ninety years of our business”, Fabio Porro says training, collaborating with schools and offering
as he welcomes us into his company. Actually, he them the opportunity to start training courses
has a number of meetings planned, but he has by attending classrooms in the morning and
reserved some time for us, kind and cheerful as working in our workshop in the afternoon”.
he is. “Apart from few accessory operations on
solid wood, we carry out all processes internally”, Is this a new way to promote the development of
Porro states. “We are furniture makers, we make manual skills?
furniture like it used to be, from beginning to “Why not? Wood is alive, it feels weather condiend, from material selection to surface finishing! tions and each board is different from the other,
Our production is mainly based on panels: we each piece of wood is unique, even particleboard
have grown into a real industrial business, is not all the same. It takes sensitivity: this is our
adapting our processes to materials without most important asset, the capacity to “feel” the
which we would be constrained to the niche of material we are going to process, providing
artistic furniture, to unique pieces, to classical machinery with proper instructions to process
cabinetry. At Porro, we cut, square, edge, drill, it.For instance, we paint everything in house,
mill, laminate and coat to address the highest because we consider this stage essential for
end of the market, we know that our furniture our quality. We apply chemical products onto a
must be not only strong and “comfortable”, but materials that is never the same, especially if
also wonderful, perfect. Beauty is emotional, you consider we use sixteen wood species,
but it cannot save us from market laws, we each with its own features and peculiarities.
have suffered from the impact of the crisis in Don’t you think that it would be impossible to
the past few years and we perceive the in- achieve the desired result, unless the operator
creasing complexity of markets, which has interacts with the machine on a continuous
taken us into a specific direction, with the de- basis? Take our collaboration with Costa Levitermination to differentiate ourselves. We want gatrici: we have known them for a long time,
to make a difference through customization, for we have had the opportunity to work with their
instance, or providing each customer with a machines and to compare them with other manunique item: each order, each piece of furniture ufacturers. When we decided it was time to upis different from the other. We work with sixteen grade our coating line, we turned to them bedifferent wood species, which means that you cause they have a different sensitivity; their
can have your Porro furniture made with your edge sanding units and their belts boast a spefavorite type of wood”.
cial “sensitivity” to wood-based panels. The
Time flies and meetings cannot be postponed, delicate and accurate operation of Costa units
but Fabio Porro leaves us with another excellent perfectly matches our way of thinking and workhost. “We are proud of our company, our story, ing. And so, at the end of a long testing and sethe products we ship all over the world every lection process, we chose them exactly for
day”, says Edmondo Caspani, logistics manager. these reasons: machine setup, delicate pro“We are industrial craftsmen, that’s how we cessing, the capacity to “feel” the material really
like to call ourselves: we analyze the customer’s convinced us that it was the right choice. Our
request, we look around, we find a solution. decision has proved right, even when we conOur catalog, our price list are just tools, starting sider the wide range of wood species we use,
points to give customers exactly what they so different from each other. We invested with a
want.
long-term vision, equipping both new sanding
And our resellers know well, they know we are machines with a set of belts and aggregates
available and ready to help, they know we have that would enable us to face any future challenge
this capacity. That’s why the visit us frequently, with confidence. That’s what we have found at
they take part in our initiatives and they under- Costa: state-of-the-art technology ready for our
stand there is much more beyond our catalogs. future needs. There is another very important
As a result, we have doubled the staff of our element: these machines do exactly what we
technical department in three years, to provide ask them to do, we really need this level of

confidence in sanding operations, in order to
achieve the high quality of our finishing. And
last but not least, software and equipment
control ensure really delicate and smooth operations on panels, helping us execute coating
cycles that make our furniture very soft and
smooth to touch…”.

by Luca Rossetti

COSTA LEVIGATRICI FOR PORRO
Porro has recently upgraded two sanding machines
inside their sanding and coating line for wooden
parts with veneer or melamine coating.
The machine at the beginning of the line –
model “S7 XCRTT 1350” – is configured to execute
the “early stages” of preparation to coating with
four belts: as a panel is fed into the machine, the
first operation is carried out by a 7,350 millimeter
cross belt, with 84-segment pad, 16 mm pitch,
11 kW motor with inverter and dual independent
blowers. Then the first of three 3,250 millimeter
belts comes in, with a 330 millimeter wide sanding
cylinder with 40 shore rubber coating, chromed
tip pressing bars and floating benches divided in
two parts, in order to compensate for possible

thickness differences in the machined panels,
and the possibility to adjust working pressure
with centesimal accuracy. Also this cylinder is
driven by a 11 kW motor with inverter.
The next step is an accessory unit, the “XRS”
edge sanding unit with five groups of three intersecting pads to sand (abrasive pads) or to
enhance the grain (steel wire pads). Motors, swiveling and load positioning are controlled by inverters. Then comes the second longitudinal belt,
another 84-segment pad, followed by the third
belt, a “Super Finishing” model.
Three auxiliary units completed the first sanding
stage: a steel wire brush to enhance the grain
and a Scotch-Brite unit to clean the melamine
coating, a nylon brush to clean the panel and a
rotary blowing unit.
The machine is controlled via a touch screen and
provided with two EC-compliant inspection doors,
air recycling from the filter to recycle a portion of
the suction air, inverter-controlled feed, invertercontrolled vacuum to optimize performance, vacuum unit with soundproofing booth, blowers with
water mist to clean the belt, automatic clamping
to simplify the replacement of longitudinal belts.
A noteworthy feature is the pair of incoming laser
beams to position and/or control the thickness of
the workpiece, as well as the Costa communication
system with the second sanding machine that allows to control and synchronize finishing operations.
The second machine – model “S7 XCRT 1350 “–
processes the workpiece after the application of
the basecoat or primer.
Hall 16, stand A14.

www.porro.com
www.costalev.com

Your productive
partner
Visit freud at LIGNA 2017
Hall 11 - Booth D32
Hannover - Germany, 22-26 May

Two samples of Porro’s wonderful production,
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WOOD CONSTRUCTIONS? BIESSE TAKES THE FIELD
A range of housing solutions by Biesse that will
also include Uniteam technology. This is the decision for the new jewel of the Pesaro-based
group, namely Uniteam from Thiene, which in the
past few decades has managed to conquer a
leading position in the production of five-axis
equipment for plastic, plastic materials and composites, and wood for applications in the construction industry. The last year passed fast in
Thiene, with several new employees (from 55 to
75), the organization of a production unit with
specific skills and goals within the group, the expansion of the technical department, the definition
of an ambitious business plan, together with the
Pesaro management, of course. In the past few
months, orders have started to flow in from the
subsidiaries and the dealers, who have begun to
display housing and plastic/composite processing
technology from Thiene in their showrooms, maybe

complemented by “dedicated events” and initial
training meetings for sales engineers. So, the engine has set off and the goals are ambitious, says
Silvano Maddalon, who spent an entire working
life in Uniteam and is now Brand sales manager
of the manufacturing site near Vicenza.
“We are taking into Biesse two lines that represent
the story of Uniteam”, Maddalon says. “The “Essetam” machines, i.e. point-to-point equipment
for the furniture industry, and the “Tekteam”
five-axis centers that we produced back in the
early Nineties to trim thermoformed plastic...
Furniture and panels have definitely brought
more satisfaction, allowing us to “loosen” the
focus on plastic and composite technology, but
we changed this approach starting from 2011,
when we realized that those solutions could
offer new opportunities. We decided to review
and complement the “Tekteam” portfolio and

the design and construction of machining
centers for shipbuilding or large-size
modeling in aerospace and motor sports.
We have also approached the aluminum
business with some success...”.
Plastic materials and composites on one
side, wood constructions on the other. This
is the battlefield for Uniteam, a brand that
will be preserved on all Biesse machines
to indicate wood construction technology,
integrated in the new “Housing” division
that now has completed its portfolio: from
windows to building envelopes, including
some operations for wooden floorings. For
so-called advanced materials, instead, the
machines manufactured in Thiene will be
branded with the “Materia” logo. To round
it off, things have already been clarified in
Biesse, avoiding possible confusion. Starting

How has the market reacted?
“Quite well: in agreement with the
group direction, we have decided to keep the entire
range of Uniteam machines. “Housing” and “Advanced
materials” will be our focal points, and we might keep
some “traditional” products to leverage synergy with
other Biesse solutions...
Silvano Maddalon.

And at Ligna?
“In Biesse’s big stand
in hall 11 – displaying
all the “Housing” solutions by the group, we
will exhibit a “Materia
CL” for “Advanced Ma“Material CL”.
terials”, while in hall 13,
in the area dedicated to wood constructions, we will
display a Biesse “Uniteam” machine for beams, with
the traditional green coloring, and a double bench
working center by Uniteam, in order to show our
intention to give continuity to our history” .
BIESSE’S HOUSING PORTFOLIO
The “Housing collection” by Biesse now includes a full
range of wood construction solutions besides technology
for windows and wooden flooring. The housing portfolio
is comprised of “Rover” models in specific configurations
for doors and windows; “WinLine”, Viet and Uniteam.
For windows, “Rover A”, ideal for small and large workshops, “Rover B”, with gantry design for “large size”
operations, and “Rover C”, for heavy-duty operations
on high-thickness components, have been complemented
by a range of “multicenter” models for articulated manufacturing operations. “WinLine 16” is the new multicenter
dedicated to small business and medium-large enterprises
that produce small out-of-standard batches or rework,
while “WinLine One” was designed to make standard
and special windows.The Viet portfolio offers solutions
for parquet and window sanding, from “Opera 5”,
designed for the requirements of small and medium enterprises, to “Opera 7” for high-productivity and highautomation lines, plus the calibrating/sanding machine
“Valeria” for heavy-duty operations and “Narrow”, a
finishing center for long narrow pieces. For beam processing, model “Uniteam CK” (up to 14 meters) and
the bigger sister “Uniteam UT” can handle beams with
sections up to 1250x300 millimeters and lengths up to
24 meters, as well as curved beams or X-Lam panels up
to 3 thousand millimeter high.
To process X-Lam pa“Uniteam UT”.
nels, you can also rely
on machining centers
“Uniteam E MIX” (up
to 300 mm thickness)
and “Uniteam E BM3”
(up to 400 millimeters),
boasting high productivity..

IMS.
Passion applied
p
to Quality
l y.
Heat shrink clamping tool system.















from the “Plast” series, for the plastic
industry, that will continue to be
manufactured by each production
unit (Biesse, Selco, Brema and Viet).

2016, A RECORD YEAR FOR BIESSE GROUP
2016 was a great year for Biesse Group, which closed at
618.5 million euro versus 519 in 2015, an unrivalled
growth rate in the industry, by almost 100 million euro in
just twelve months. The result has driven the decision by
Biesse board to upgrade the 2017-2019 industrial plan,
with an expected expansion of consolidated net revenues, 826 million euro planned in 2019 and an increase
of operating margins, with 69 million euro positive
cash flow in the three-year period net of investments and
dividends. “Our plan builds on the excellent results of
2016 − said managing director Stefano Porcellini –
when we achieved a record growth in revenues, a
strong increase in profitability and a 4.9 million euro
positive net financial position”. Consolidate 2016 turnover
is estimated to have grown by 19.1 percent over the previous year, reaching 618.5 million euro, while Ebitda was
at 12.3 percent of consolidate revenues.

Excellent concentricity between tool holder and cutter, less than 3 microns
cron
Very high precision and high-level performance
High strength and high stiffness output clamping force
Quick insertion and extraction of the cutter
Longer tool holder life
Minor space required
Best solution for high speed machining

I.M.S. produces tool holders for wood, aluminium, plastic, shoes,
goldworking, dental, medical CNC machinery
y.

by Luca Rossetti

Company’s

TÜV

I.M.S. S.R.L
Industrial Machining Solutions
Via Vittorio Emanuele,105
12048 Sommariva Bosco (CN) Italy
Tel.
e +39 0172 54015
Fax +39 0172 54014
www
w..ims.eu - ims@ims.eu

IMS USA LLC
110 Portwatch Way
Unit 103 - Wilmington
NC - 28412 - USA
Tel.
e (910) 796-2040
Fax (910) 796-2039
info@imsusanc.com
www.ims.eu

MACHTECHSOLUTION S.R.O.
Oldřichova 247/5, Praha 2
nusle, 128 00 Czech Republic
Tel.
e 0042 0371121364
info@machtechsolution.cz
www.machtechsolution.cz

IMS TECNICA INDUSTRIAL S.L.
CL GENERAL URRUTIA 75
  
  
Tel.+34675312467
e
info@imsiberica.es
www.imsiberica.es

Hall 11, stand A13-B46.
Hall 13, stand E02.

www.biesse.com
www.uniteamcnc.it
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METAL WORLD, ANOTHER STEP FORWARD!
For a major milestone like the fortieth anniversary,
you normally sum things up and you say it’s just a
leg of the journey, things will change, it’s the start
of a new day… This is often just small talk, but
that’s not true for Metal World: few weeks after
the big 40-year party, at the offices in Pavia di
Udine we are welcomed by a new sales manager.
It’s Christian Leschiutta, a well-known name in
the industry for his professional career in the business of tools and technology.
He is introduced by Franco Paviotti himself, the
company founder and president: “We have started
to collaborate with Christian Leschiutta, a person
that will guide and coordinate in the future our
sales, as it is essential that everyone can work
at their best, offering specific knowledge. So
far, we have been so busy with our day-to-day
business that we have not focused properly on
some segments of our business, but now we
need professional figures, people who can
achieve the goals fixed by this company. Metal
World has an organization, technologies, skills
and experience that can increase production
by three. This must be our target and each
action must be coordinated to get there. We
have to produce always with utmost quality and
increasing volumes, developing every possible
market niche and making the most of all opportunities that old and new customers present”.
“Joining Metal World – Leschiutta said – is big
satisfaction. I was born in Friuli, so it’s like
coming back home for me. It’s also a professional
comeback, as I had been working for several
years for a major company with its core business

in tools, a company that has grown from a local
enterprise into a national enterprise and then a
global group. I was directly involved in this
growth, it was an internationalization experience
that I have brought to Metal World, and I believe
we have the skills and resources to expand
our business scope further. When I met Franco
Paviotti at the end of last year, I realized he was
a person who lives on continuous challenges,
that’s an approach I fully share. Our project is
well outlined: focus on and clearly identify Metal
World’s potential, create a structured organization
with stronger sales operations, based on accurate
market analysis and what we can achieve, looking with great attention to our positioning, correct
pricing policies, identification of existing and
future product ranges to meet market demand,
and concurrently, increasing business profits,
with an approach and an outlook that will be
shared with the entire Metal World team”.
“Our first priority – Leschiutta added – will be to
work in close collaboration with the company
owners in order to promote this “team spirit”, to
create a united team that can respond quickly
and effectively to inputs from different markets.
We will have to challenge ourselves, increase
our communication impact: that will be the starting point for an organization that is well known
in many countries but still has many more to
conquer, we aim at becoming a reference by
leveraging our quality, service, capacity to innovate and correct prices”.
“We are strongly committed to expand our business in all direction for the next forty years at

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Metal World”, Paviotti added. “We will identify
product families to increase our strength in specific world regions and we will enhance product
distribution, knowing that we need to achieve a
balance between special and standard tools,
working hard to be reliable partners in both different contexts. We cannot be constrained to
special tools only, to our great problem-solving
skills; we have to leverage all our assets and
skills and all the investments in machinery and
technology made over the years, to produce
big volumes”.
“This is a big challenge for sales – Leschiutta
said – because it’s two very different businesses,
with different requirements and products, different
culture and speed: in the industry, you have to
deliver excellent service, top quality and service
levels are rewarded with higher prices; in the
retail and “standard” business, you risk to get
into a price war or even to cancel all profit margins. We must be very careful, approaching
these two worlds with suitable tools. I believe
my previous experience in a company with
close to five thousand tool users in Italy alone
can be useful, as well as the creation of professional distribution abroad through a network of
dealers”.

Franco Paviotti.

value in terms of technology, offering excellent
opportunities not only for wood, but also for
composites and plastics… In recent years,
Metal World, driven by the vision of its owners,
has developed many concepts, several new
products: now it’s up to me and other colleagues
to develop new contacts. Having our own research and development center, we can offer
specific options in many areas, from cutting to
boring and milling, knowing that our values
represent an additional boost”.
And what about Hannover?
“We will not disclose any information, so we
invite Xylon and Xylon International readers to
visit our booth at Ligna. One thing is for sure:
we will prove that we have not only clear ideas,
but also expertise and technology to go very
far…”.
by Luca Rossetti

Which are the first steps?
“First of all, move beyond close markets and
approach new markets like Russia, where we
are seeing tangible signs of new investments,
and also England, France and Germany. We
will be active in more strategic markets, although
they might be smaller but with high added
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Hall 15, stand C14.

www.metalworld.it
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CMA ROBOTICS
“SELF LEARNING PROGRAMMING”
Cma Robotics spa is one of the most important Italian companies in the production
of anthropomorphic robots for painting
application, with specific application any kind of
material. Over the years they have developed
some specific automatic system solutions for windows and doors, for furniture parts, etc. They
have used their experience and the expertise of
their technical department in the field of optical
recognition and programming to elaborate new
global solutions that allow customers to gain a
competitive edge in their specific market. Thanks
to the experience and work in the field of painting,
a complete array of specific options have been
developed to be supplied to their customers,
giving them very powerful tools to increase their
efficiency. This is due to the fact that being
producer of their own robots and managing soft-

ware, they have the capacity to adapt
their product to the specific needs
of customers. The flexibility is extended to their programming system
where together with the traditional
point to point system they can offer
self-learning and automatic recognition and programming. “Self learning programming”: the
operator guides the robot manually, via a joystick,
through a complete spraying cycle on a sample
piece. The control computer stores all the paths
and commands and can then repeat them faithfully
at the desired speed. This learning method makes
the use of the robot extremely simple because,
while the sample piece is made, the program to
be stored can be checked and any errors can be
rectified easily. It is therefore very useful to spray
complex-shaped pieces.
Hall 13, stand D42.

UT.MA.
TWO MODELS OF GRINDERS
Ut.Ma will present at Ligna 2017 “Lc25E”
Cnc, a grinder machine projected by focusing
the attention at the machine design (ergonomic
and compact overall dimensions) working
flexibility. It allows to sharp with an easy programming the straight cutters and the spiral
tools. “Lc25E” Cnc is the automatic grinder
at the price of manual tool and cutter grinder.

The “Ac520” automatic grinder for circular knives
is suitable to resharpen circular knives and counter-knives both in Hss and carbide.
You can resharpen knives by means of a cup grinding wheel or a tangential grinding wheel. Touch
screen with working cyles and possibility to install
different parameters for roughing, finishing and
spark out.
Axis controlled by step motors which allow programmable downfeed. Speed rotation of the knives
steplessly variable by means of a potentiometer.
Grinding wheel speed steplessly variable from 0
to 4500 rpm by means of a potentiometer.
Hall 27, stand B51.

www.utma.it
www.cmarobot.it

TURRI TECHNOLOGIES
Zaniolo CdA - 3.16

BAND SAW BLADE “TITAN.FLEX”
Turri Technologies will present at the next Ligna Fair in
Hannover its new tungsten
carbide tipped band saw blade, “Titan.Flex”. It is a high
performance-cutting tool characterized by its tooth
geometry fitted for every wood species. It offers a wide
range of benefits: an enhanced cutting time up to 10
times higher than traditional saw blades and an excellent
cutting quality. Therefore, it guarantees increased productivity thanks to the extreme band speed and raw
material saving by means of the thin cutting kerf and
less dust generated.Triple chips and positive rake angle
assure better wood penetration and cleaner cuts.
“Titan.Flex” is suited for primary and secondary wood
processing and particularly suggested for wood panels,
parquet and semi-finished wood products.
Hall 25, stand A11.

www.turribruno.it

Love for wood!

VECOPLAN
THERE WILL BE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

Resistance and beauty both indoors and outdoors
Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers
and finishes for outdoor use and
Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series
of base coats and finishes for household furniture,
guarantee moisture resistance, surface hardness,
high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.
Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment
cycles for household furniture have obtained the Catas Quality Award.
indoors

outdoors

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di Creazzo (VI) - Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366 - info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it
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Vecoplan AG actually presents itself with two booths at the Ligna
2017. The manufacturer of plants
and machinery for
shredding, conveying and processing of primary and
secondary raw materials thereby not only appeals to
companies from the wood and recycling industries.
Also, wood processing companies will find promising
solutions. Vecoplan, for example, shows the singleshaft shredders series “Vaz”, suitable for various applications. Single-shaft shredders are universal and
frequently used machines that, in most applications,
do not require any additional feeding systems. Operators
can feed the collected material directly and undosed
into the hopper. The hydraulically driven ram simply
and quickly pushes the material to the shredding unit.
For the rotors, Vecoplan trusts on the dynamic, hightorque and powerful “HiTorc” drives. These have no
mechanical elements such as belt drives or clutches.
Compared to hydraulic drives, this means almost no
maintenance work. Vecoplan also shows the drum
chipper “Vth 45/10/2 U”. They are stationary machines
with horizontal feeding unit and are designed with a
fast-turning chipping knife rotor that comminutes input
material free of foreign material, short or long waste
wood from the cutting and wood processing industry.
Furthermore, for the production of energy chips for
thermic use in biomass power plants, Vecoplan presents
the biomass chipper “Vth 105/60/4 B” with feeding
conveyor.
Hall 12, stand C22.
Hall 25, stand F50.
www.vecoplan.com
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OSTERMANN

BIG ON DRY

CARMAC

HIGHLIGTS FROM OSTERMANN RANGE

HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM “REC PLUS”

INNOVATIVE AND COMPETITIVE SOLUTIONS

Europe's largest range of edgings contains over
12,000 different edgings with over 120,000 crossreferenced matching surfaces from more than 70
board suppliers. Among all of the diversity on
show in our product range, there are a whole
host of less familiar edgings that you really should
know about. Ostermann's experts would like to
take this opportunity to place some of these centre-stage for once
Abs edging Linen textile structured. With its
textile-like finish, Ostermann designed this edging
to match Arpa and Resopal surfaces. It is representative of the numerous edgings with a textile
feel. The experts at Ostermann reckon that it will
again become an increasingly significant feature.
With its unique feel and the relief-like surface
decor, this edging not only matches boards with
a similar finish, because it also goes perfectly
with white, beige and brown plain boards.
3D acrylic edging Real multiplex smooth.
This attractive 3D acrylic edging delivers a genuine
multiplex look. The lengthwise and traverse running
veneer grains so typical for multiplex boards,
and the natural inclusions of air-pockets and glue
layers are realistically repeated in the decor
applied to the reverse side. With the decor being
visible through the acrylic layer, this additionally
creates an attractive 3D effect.
Melamine edging Avola Pine wooden structured. The increasing popularity of coniferous
woods shows no signs of slowing. As just one
example of the some 20 different edgings to
feature a pine decor, Ostermann's experts recommend the melamine edging Avola Pine wooden structure here. The edging was designed to
match the Champagne Avola surface produced
by Egger. Of course there is an Abs edging with
the very same decor. With over 200 different
articles in the melamine range, Ostermann, the
edging specialist supplies Europe's largest range
of melamine edgings. As a special service, upon
request Ostermann will cut the mother roll into
the customer's specified width.

Aluminium edging Chromed anodised. Silver
surfaces with a mirror finish are always a certain
eye-catcher. It's no coincidence that numerous
board manufacturers, including Abet, Arpa, Polyrey
and Resopal stock these designs. With its sold
aluminium edgings, Ostermann has a particularly
beautiful and high-grade solution for finishing
narrow surfaces. This mirror-finish edging is available in sizes of 23, 28, 33 and 42 mm x 1 mm in
25-metre long rolls. A protective film protects the
edging during shipment and processing.
Wood veneer edging Oak Stonewashed. This
veneered edgings forms part of the Kaindl Wood
Veneers Boards collection 2015. Particularly worth
mentioning is the so-called "stonewashed" design,
which shimmers in combinations of light / dark
tones, from grey to brown, depending on the light
and viewing angle. This gives the wood a special
vitality and unique character, and is also in keeping
with the current trend for surfaces that appear
aged or pre-used. With the famous fast delivery
service for stock items Ostermann provides
edges in Abs, melamine, acrylic, aluminium and
real wood, in lengths from 1 meter and in any
width up to 100 mm. Europe's largest range of
edgings includes more than 12,000 edges to the
surfaces of more than 70 board suppliers. Always
included: the matching edgings to the current
furniture trends.

Carmac Group comes from an industrial company
operating in the woodworking machines field .
For over twenty-five years, it offers plants and
machines for firms that want innovative and competitive solutions for a “turnkey” target market,
with attention to the economic needs and following
the consumption statistics, generating high efficiency .
The international presence of Carmac Group ccomes from the flexibility of the solutions proposed
to the customers.

Padiglione 25, stand A41.
BigOnDry srl, established manufacturer of
Wood Drying and thermo-treatment plants, is
strongly committed to developing new solutions,
focusing not only on the quality but also to ecosustainability and energy saving.
A proof of it is the latest Heat recovery system
“Rec Plus”, with an efficiency over 30 percent,
so confirm their own users. The air/air heat exchanger is designed and installed to exploit as
much as possible the exchange of heat of hot
air flowing out of the kiln and transfer as much
energy as possible to the fresh air flowing in. In
addition to the effect of the heat exchangers, a
specifically developed software drives the drying
process in order to allow that the whole energy
transferred to the air inside the kiln is used and
not dissipated, optimizing the efficiency and reducing the cost of the plant.
Further developments and technical advances
of BigOnDry are concerning the plant for the
Thermo-modification of wood at high temperature
(“Thw”). The “Thw” line is representing an increasingly significant portion of BigOnDry’s turnover. The configuration of the kilns enables a
simple and economical management of a ma-

chine with a very high technological content.
Thanks to its versatility, it can satisfy multiple
functions as Conventional Dryer, Steamer, Sterilizer
to ISPM-15, Wood Stabilizer, “Thw” (Wood Thermal Modification treatment) up to 230 ° C.
The energy balance is favourable because the
heat exchange takes place directly into the kiln,
thus avoiding energy dispersion through intermediate steps.
The results obtained confirm the repeatability of
treatments granting homogeneous colour and
intense and pleasant colour of antique wood,
high durability and resistance to weather, insects,
fungal infections. BigOnDry “Thw” counts nowadays even with a special filter to reduce
emissions into the atmosphere eliminating any
possible environmental impact.
Hall 25, stand M06.

GPI
FORTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Gpi di Davanzo is specialized in the production
of wooden and metal feet and legs for sofas,
beds and tables, together with the production of
each type of semi-finished product for the furniture
industry.
Forty years of experience and technologically
advanced tools has permitted to keep on satisfying
the needs of a market, which is constantly changing. The company produces items in different
dimensions and it is able to supply both little and
large quantities of goods.
The aim of the company is to continuously research
and keep the maximum qualitative standard in
the production and finishing of the wooden items.
Gpi avails itself of a lacking system which is
totally composed of water-products, reason why
we have gained the "Ecotop 20" reward, as a
proof of the best achievable painting with low environmental impact products.
Moreover, our company is now Fsc certified,
thanks to the use of wood coming from responsibly
managed forests.

6IA -0 6IRGILIO 
 "IRONE DI 'IUSSANO -) )TALY
WWWDESTEFANIMACCHINECOM

4EL  
&AX  
% MAIL INFO DESTEFANIMACCHINECOM

FOR US THE SHAPE IS ALL
$% 34%&!.)3 -!#().%3

Hall 8.1, stand 021.

Hall 10, stand H070.

www.ostermann.eu

www.carmacgroup.com

www.bigondry.com

www.gpidavanzo.it
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3INGLE SIDED EDGE AND PROlLE SANDING MACHINE

,OADER n 5NLOADERS FOR PROlLE

$OUBLE SIDED EDGE SANDING MACHINE

4OP AND BOTTOM CALIBRATING MACHINES WITH

!UTOMATIC PROlLE SANDING POLISHING MACHINE

PLANERHEADS AND WIDE BELTS  MM

%DGE BUFlNG MACHINE

$OOR AND ANGLE PROlLE GLUING MACHINE

-ACHINES FOR PANEL EDGES FOILING

$OUBLE END PROlLE CUTTING MACHINE
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CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Secondary processing
SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

COMEC GROUP srl

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines and
systems for high productive processing.
Camam srl, special machines for the
production of chairs and tables.

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

CONTROL LOGIC srl

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Surface finishing

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

RS WOOD srl

Crossing-cutting lines

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

Via Cascina Rinaldi,, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282 - fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!
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FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

Handling
and commissioning
FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

Lacquers

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real
partner, capable of supporting the customer
not only from technical and production point
of view but also for its ability to consistently
deliver new creative ideas.

4-9 April
I Saloni
Salone del mobile
Salone ufficio
Salone satellite
Euroluce
Eurocucina
www.salonemilano.it
• Rho-Pero (Italia)
Mobili e arredamento
26-28 April
Lesdrevtech
www.belexpo.by
• Minsk (Belarus)
Woodworking technologies

Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

5-7 September
Expodrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

22-26 May
Ligna
www.ligna.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 September
Drema
www.mtp.pll
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

22-25 May
Index Dubai
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Woodworking technologies

13-17 September
Bife-Sim
www.romexpo.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies

13-17 June
Fitecma
www.feria.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Ayres (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies

26-29 September
Lisderevmash
www.acco.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

20-22 June
Expo Ampimm
www.expoampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

4-5 October
Canada Woodworking West
www.masterpromotions.ca
• Abbotsford (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

21-23 June
Woodtech Africa
www.woodtechafrica.com
• Nairobi (Kenya)
Woodworking technologies

12-14 October
Mumbaiwood
www.seint.com
• Mumbai (India)
Woodworking technologies

13-15 July
Bangladesh Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Dhaka (Bangladesh)
Woodworking technologies

14-18 October
Wood Processing Machinery
www.tuyap.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
2-4 November
Wms
www.woodworkingnetwork.com
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies
8-10 November
Expocorma
www.expocorma.cl
• Coronel Concepcion (Chile)
Woodworking technologies

Agents and wood trades

14-17 November
Woodex
www.woodexpo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

16-19 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 September
FMC China
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES

Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.

4-6 August
Woodtech India
www.woodtechindia.in
• Chennai (India)
Woodworking technologies

16-19 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

AAAAAAAA

Software

DDX srl

AAAAAAAA

19-22 July
Awfs Vegas
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
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BIESSE.COM

STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY:
OUR EXPERIENCE
IS YOUR STRENGTH.

Accuracy, reliability and high performance are
guaranteed, with an extensive range of machinery
and equipment dedicated to the timber
construction sector.

LIGNA 2017

HANNOVER, MAY 22-26, HALL 11

LIVE THE EXPERIENCE

